Individual hydrogen bonds play a critical role in MHC class II: peptide interactions: implications for the dynamic aspects of class II trafficking and DM-mediated peptide exchange.
Determination of the crystal structure of class II: peptide complexes has shown that in addition to pocket interactions involving the side chains of the peptide, peptide binding to MHC class II molecules is characterized by a series of hydrogen bonds which are contributed by genetically conserved amino acid residues in the class II molecule to the main chain of the peptide. Our experiments have revealed an unexpectedly large contribution of hydrogen bonds at the periphery of the MHC peptide binding pocket to MHC class II function. Kinetic studies have shown that peptide dissociation rates are profoundly accelerated by loss of a single hydrogen bonding residue. The magnitude of the effects seen with the loss in potential for a single hydrogen bond support a co-operative model in which individual bonds between class II and peptide are dependent on the integrity of neighboring interactions. Collectively our studies have revealed that MHC class II structure, peptide binding and intracellular trafficking events are critically dependent on the integrity of the hydrogen bonding network between class II molecules and its bound peptide.